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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

                                

                                              GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

                                    

                                                         THE HANSARD 

                               

                                             Tuesday, 17th July, 2018 

                       

                                  The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, 

                           

                                               Assembly Buildings, at 2.30 p.m. 

          

                                   [The Speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR 

Mr. speaker: hon. Members I want to make two communications the first one regards that 

vacant position the member for the county assembly service board you all remember we had the 

issue of  that first nominee which the house rejected and the house was in the process of bringing 

the second name the nominee for the second position has withdrawn her name from that process 

and the latter dated 4th of July 2018 and written to the speaker which say following my 

application for the position as a member of Garissa county assembly service board the 

opportunity of gating shortlisted at subsequent interview I underwent  I no longer have interest in 

the position and don’t plan to proceed with the process, and therefore I tender my withdrawal 

from the application I made for the above position. 

 

I would like to express my gratitude towards the help and guidance’s that Garissa county 

assembly have accorded me thank you in advance yours faithfully Khadija Idris Mohamed. And 

therefore the import of this letter is that we would have to start a fresh again I think we have a 

board meeting tomorrow and the board will make the decision going forward as regard when to 

start this process. 
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Second hon. Members this regards the NASA collision which has been represented in the house 

by my immediate friend hon. Gedi and a member of the panel we have a number of letters four in 

number and this caucuses begin on 4th of May 2018 where my office received a letter 

withdrawing a membership from a number of committees a letter was dated 4th may 2018,  on 9th 

my office received a letter contradicting the one of May 2018 from the minority leader and 

signed by the majority whip, two days later my office again received again another letter from 

the minority whip contradicting his letter of 9th of May and then yesterday the clerk of our 

assembly received another letter from the minority whip and minority whip disown again that 

letter today yes whether its verbal or not because it’s  the same person If dr.Irshad signs a letter 

comes to my office and then comes to me personally disowns that still stands disown because it’s 

not anybody else who disowns on his behalf and therefore hon. Members I think when my office 

receives a communication from any of you written hon. So and so my office tales that 

communication very seriously but what happens when you write a letter today, tomorrow you 

write one contradicting yourself the third day you write a letter the fourth day you even disown it 

now it has reach to an extent that if my office or the clerk receives a letter from the NASA 

collision we a confused and therefore to stop that confusion from today onwards my office and 

that of the clerk will disregard any communication regarding the minority party issues and this 

case NASA authored by the chief the minority whip any communication to my office or the 

clerk’s office that emanates from the minority whip will be disregarded for the moment we will 

only receive communication coming from the minority leader and this will give opportunity to 

the NASA collision the minority will be having a way of sorting some issues and may be 

formally come back to the speaker the issues which were causing confusion are no longer there.  

 

Going forward my office and that of the clerk will treat communication from the minority leader 

as the official communication regarding that party because we cannot as it is agree with the whip 

day in day out I know there could be pressures but be cautious on what you put on your signature 

and if you put your signature be hon. Enough to stand with it as long as you a member of this 

assembly I think we take your security very seriously nobody can come and threaten you nobody 

can put pistol to your head so that is the communication I wanted to make going forward my 

office and that one of the clerk in other wards the county assembly of Garissa will disregard any 

communication regarding the NASA collision or the minority collision emanating from the 
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office of the whip we will only consider what comes from the minority leader thank you all . 

next order. 

 

PAPERS 

Hon. Abubakar: Mr. speaker I thought the reply will in the order paper but I don’t see I seek 

you leave I thought in the morning we came as a house business committee but I don’t see the 

business order in the order paper so you will allow me if a I go ahead or… I just wanted to give 

some reply to a matter that was committed to a committee. 

Mr.speaker: yes please go ahead. 

  

Hon. Abubakar: thank you the heading of this reply is about kazi mashinani proposal for 

clarity, I just have a brief note from the committee of administration and public service on the 

kazi mashinani proposal. Mr. speaker sir on 11th of July 2018  

Take B 17th July 2018 

Hon. Abubakar Shide: Mr. Speaker Sir, the committee considered and appreciated the fact that 

the document is a proposal by His Excellency the Governor to create employment and social 

empowerment program that is purposely meant to alleviate poverty and improve living standards 

among the most vulnerable in the county. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, the committee would also wish to share with the Hon members, that the KAZI 

MASHINANI Program is just one of the many other life changing programs that the Governor 

has introduced. These are programs that were explicitly mentioned during the Governor’s 

address to the House. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, among other noble programs, Kazi Mashinani is one of the flagship projects of 

the present administration that include Korane Care, the cash for ECD pupils among others 

which the Executive had introduced to better the life of the people of Garissa. 
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Hon Speaker Sir, having considered the content, intent and purpose of the proposal, and having 

considered the submissions made by the Chief Officer for County Administration, it was 

apparent to the committee that the document before us is a more of an administrative document 

and term of reference for the would be employed Kazi Mashinani workers. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, the Kazi Mashinani proposal is service delivery initiative targeting the 

grassroots communities. The program is one of the ‘green jobs’ the County Government is 

aiming to establish and enhance sustainable development. By the end of this, more than 1200 

poor men, youth, women and persons with disabilities will have their livelihoods improved. 

 

Mr. Speaker Sir, unlike the ‘Ugatuzi Program’ as implemented by the previous County 

Government of Garissa, the ‘Kazi Mashinani Program’ will have supervisory and management 

structures which are fairly distributed and accountable.   

 

Mr. Speaker Sir, the proposed action builds on the overall gains on the improvement on the 

sanitation of towns and villages thus enhance provision of quality services to a larger portion of 

people across all wards.  

Mr. Speaker Sir, the main objective of the proposal is just to ensure delivery of such services in 

the most efficient and effective way. The successful implementation of this action would 

contribute to the alleviation of poverty, securing a form of engagement for a sizeable number of 

youth and women and the enhancement of peace, security and cleanliness in across all the 30 

wards. 

 

Mr. Speaker Sir, it is therefore, my sincere pleasure to let the House informed of the 

aforementioned program which requires our collective support for its success to be realized. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, I also wish to inform Hon Members who may wish to further interact with the 

document that sufficient copies are available at the Clerk’s office which can be collected any 

time during the official working house Mr. speaker just briefly when this document was 

committed we interacted with it first Mr. speaker their documents which might ask for a decision 

of the house or a resolution for that matter it could be a policy paper a Bill or whatever the 
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committee somehow challenged  the best way to deal with it at some point we assort guidance  

from your office and clerk’s office this will not call for approval or disapproval it is just a 

notification made by the executive to this house that there will be some form of employment to a 

team of 1200 people uneducated mostly who will be employed in the near future and that is the 

much we could report we could not give more recommendation or whatever Mr. speaker we 

stand guided and I welcome the members on the same thank you very much  

Hon. Speaker: yes, member for Ijara Dr. Irshad   

Hon. Irshad: Thank you honorable this Ugatuzi Mashinani is a project we members have been 

waiting for quite a long time and we are very big stakeholders in that it really affects the 

livelihood of the people who have elected us having said that even if the document doesn’t look 

like a policy or guideline for that matter we still remain interested and we are interested I would 

suggest under your leadership you use your secretariat to amend this document to look like a 

policy document with the legal department and then submit it to the executive to submit it as a 

policy document they make it well for bringing for our approval but technically they may not 

have the capacity to have made it a policy guideline document therefore I will request kindly 

because of the interest the members have it in this Ugatuzi Mashinani  you guide this executive 

by using your secretariat and the legal department so that it look like a policy paper for them to 

submit again so that we can be able to pass it or approve it at a later stage that is my suggestion 

for now because of the very many interest the members have it thank you  

Hon. Speaker: yes, member for Galbet and then followed by member for Saka 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you Mr. speaker at some points I want to agree with honorable 

member for Ijara because Mr. speaker for very long time His Excellency the Governor have been 

mentioning this issue in many forums and what he kept on repeating was he or his administration 

will bring a policy or rather Bill to this House that is when we passed that Bill then they will be 

able to employ the Kazi Mashinani and one of the reason why they disbanded the previous one 

was because there was no guidelines there was no clear policies and terms of reverence and I 

think the intent might be good though we stand guided on what was committed las week whether 

That was a Bill or a policy paper or it was just a term of reference for Kazi kuwa Mashinani but 

what I want to echo here is that bill or policy whatever name you will call it is ever necessary for 
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the House and see what are the issues that need to be captured  and one thing that is really 

important is that the public is really waiting for this thing     

 

17th July 2018 HB take C  

Hon Abdirizak(Galbet ward ) : The chief officer who sign that document to me I find change 

when the committee again that after getting views and explanation from the chief officer they felt 

that this was more on administrative issue than a policy on a big then I really don’t understand 

the point because then that means they were not sure of exactly what they were doing as a 

department and therefore I would just honorable appeal an echo of what honorable chair of 

health has said that either we send this document back to the department so that they can bring it 

back as a policy is appeal or the way it was meted we leave it at that point continue with public 

participation continue deliberation we give our recommendation and our report and then pass it 

into this house so that the executive can then work on it Mr. speaker and that is my view thank 

you. 

Hon Kassim: Thank you Mr. speaker, I believe that the way my brother honorable Abubakar has 

earlier mentioned that on 11th of this month July that Kazi Mashinani issue was raised here as a 

policy document and I am surprised this afternoon when my colleague says that the Kazi 

Mashinani issue was a lay down paper. As a chair of committee of legislative Mr. speaker I want 

to make the electives very clear I think the laws are always very correct and it says naturally that 

he who proves in any allegations must prove. 

This county to all of us if a chief officer can sit down somewhere brings a document to this 

house and then say it is a directive from the executive directive the governor I think a pay 

situation to this house Mr. speaker. This paper before or this motion before the house is in 

adequate the paper should around to this house as a policy for us to adopt as appeal where I will 

put my signature   legislative chair because I know my position in this house it says that 

whatever any bill any law what so ever I am supposed to be there Mr. speaker members of this 

house are not be taken for a right we have come from so far we have cross so many huddles.  

The issue of Kazi Mashinani when I tell you in an actual Mr. speaker right now when I was 

leaving my house they were two old mothers who told me they want an employment then you 
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see what kind of employment can they do? The Kazi Mashinani Mr. speaker this document must 

be fully restricted the hands of all honorable members because we are on the ground. I am 

representing the people of my ward like any other person in this. When a chief officer is given 

the go ahead to recruit the members of the public that will become you are representing nothing 

in this house Mr. speaker.  

Hon Speaker: Yes, member for Bura 

Hon Abdullahi (Bura ward):  Thank you Mr. speaker sir, honorable member for Saka is 

misleading this house you are employing agency you don’t have the capacity to employ so that is 

not our role thank you. 

Hon Kassim: Thank you for the correction Mr. speaker I want to make a narrative perspective 

audios corrective to my brother I did not say that we are going to employ the work of an MCA is 

an oversight a chief executive officer is there to serve the county government and our directive. 

In the executive we are all oversight we are here looking how the executive is running the 

business of Garissa county.  

Mr. speaker this house should be treated as the apex nature of the only apex nature of the house 

we have on the land when laws are misused, when bills are misused, when policy are misused is 

just like somebody who is going to operate in that room. Mr. speaker from your position give 

directives to this house this paper should be brought this house as a policy, paper to be lay down 

to adoption and deliberation thank you. 

Hon Speaker: Yes, member for Dadab  

Hon Mohamed (Dadab ward): Thank you Mr. speaker I want to add my voice to this Kazi 

Mashinani proposal I want to…the governor and his executive for the good job on how to go 

about the Kazi Mashinani and I want to question the executive that has happening this assembly 

where members of the assembly were given the new way to employ Kazi Kwa Vijana. 

Sometimes when a governor come with such beautiful proposal and members fell that they want 

to be part of this process of employing I really doubt that work and I want give an example as I 

was said earlier that I am serving my second term in this assembly I have notice that if member’s 

new way that member will start recruiting there immediate which is wrong. 
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Hon Irshad: Our immediate relatives are Kenyans and they belong to this county and deserve to 

be employed and they have the right to be employed that is one clarification and if a member has 

no not people to employ in his Dadab area because maybe they had been absorbed the UN all of 

them then that is a different issue but honestly Bwana speaker this is a very important matter 

which is the big seek at it members are interested they are steak holders and they have a right. 

Hon Speaker: Honorable member for Ijara order please, ok honorable member please proceed  

Hon Mohamed (Dadab): Mr. speaker as I have said this work is very beautiful from the 

executive and it is not good that to delete the whole process if the governor wants to see the 

structured proposal before the assembly or a bill rather so that this Kazi Mashinani become 

something that is accountable from the beginning to the end. 

17th July 2018 IBRAHIM D 

Hon. Mohamed (Dadaab Ward): kazi mashinani becomes something that is accountable from 

the start to the end. That is why if you at it in detail you will even see the kazi mashinani people 

who will control over them. The amount of salary each one of them will draw, their supervisors. 

In fact, this paper is really organized as I have seen it very clearly and may be some of us we 

have not read very well. So my suggestion to this is that let us absorb the way it is. There are 

many ways we can do this things, employment issues to happen not necessarily the backdoor of 

legislative responsibility on employment through a paper. Many ways we are honourable 

members and the perception every time that you need to be the employing agency should seize, 

why because we have employing authority like public service board. If there are interview to be 

conducted they are in-charged and that is why we have employing authority and I feel if 

members will have authority to employ and I have seen earlier honourable speaker, it would be 

dangerous for us to be in this process. We want to give the executive and the governor a clean 

bill of health. So that this process he has established to take place transition smoothly so that we 

see this people are employed in our respective words through a process that is fairly engaged 

within the system that is within this paper. Mr. Speaker, today if it happens we return this am 

sure the governor and the executive will shelf this process why because they have taken their 

time. They have taken the whole process of engaging expert on how to draft. Mr. Speaker, I need 

your protection on honestly. Thank you. We to follow very keenly that what the executive aim of 

government is doing is to follow a procedure to make sure that all the sub counties through the 
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lowest level that is the ward that employment are done fairly and squarely so that we don’t what 

to see a situation where a sub-clan goes to the governor claiming that Mr. X the MCA for X ward 

has only engage his keens men for employment, it has happened honestly. I don’t want to 

mention names but it has happened. For my place I have given the elders that time, it is them 

who sat down and I told them you share according to the relief of food that you have received 

from red cross and they did it and I had a very share peaceful mind to that situation. Mr. Speaker, 

it is my advice that members should at least accept. This is a start from the governor so that we 

feel ourselves and honour executive is working with us. Thank you. 

Hon. Speaker:  may be before I allow other members I think it would be in order may be for me 

to make one or two clarifications. 

Hon. Abubakar: Mr. Speaker, thank you for the opportunity again. Mr. Speaker, sometimes you 

are too leaning with some members because you have allowed some just talk. Mr. Speaker, what 

is before the flow through the committee is a reply to the comital that was made on the 11th of 

July and we only give our view and I said we stand guided because I even said at some point we 

felt, it was challenge for us to determine what type of a document we are dealing with and we 

have seen this not document that is calling for any resolution from this house and I want to 

inform members that we stand guided, the speaker can guide us, the members can propose other 

resolutions, as a committee we felt there is nothing we are either saying this or this. We are just 

saying the executive has notified us members just as out of catacy that this employment would be 

taking place in the near feature sense it is taking place in the wards. That is all and I feel some 

members has tried to mislead the house that MCAs will not employ or will employ that is not the 

case here. There is nothing these members are against, there is nothing to return or to do what. 

That is why I was saying the member for Dadaab is just speaking I don’t know for nowhere. 

Thank you 

Hon. Speaker:   let me clarify one or two things hon. Members. One when this document was 

submitted it was submitted together with another one for by-laws. Hon. Hussein Haret you 

remember by-laws was for the county council and municipal council.  We no longer deal with 

by-laws here, what we make here are laws. This are bills that come when we make a law and 

why am bringing the attention of the members to that we are all new both arms of government so 

somebody did not know for sure that by-laws are no longer in our business. And the same 
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context because on same date on 18th June three document just came; Garissa county investment 

and development cooperation bill 2018, kazi mashinani proposal and those by-laws. So when I 

sat with the team we realized by-laws are no longer in our business, we make laws and hon. 

Members for your information the law you make here and the law is made and the law national 

assembly made in the eyes of the law all are equal is only the constitution being above 

everything else and interpretation of the court with as far as making power and appalment laws 

all are treated equally in the eyes of the law. So when we are returning that we also look at this 

document and we are also of the opinion that we do not deal with a proposal as a house we deal 

with bills, regulations and we deal with policy, that is within our mandate and here we are we 

found ourselves with a proposal coming from the county secretary and not chief officer. So we 

found ourselves this proposal document that was submitted by the county secretary and the issue 

is what to do with it. Hon. Members it is me who said let us take to the house because apparently 

I was new the interest of the members in this things. I know there very strong interest coming 

from it and I completely understand. I wish I was not on Hansard now because I will little beat 

dealt with that issue and come to a way. Who do we have today there? Is that only the assembly 

or there are some strangers? May not here but members going forward, I was telling you so we 

found ourselves here with this proposal and therefore it is me who give the guidance; let us take 

to the house when we know very clearly. One this document should not have come to use like 

the committee just found out this was entirely a routine and an admin matter because a proposal 

you go through inside the document says a concept paper. So hon. Members in light of that, it is 

me who said whatever it is let us take to the house and the shy with it but honourable members 

am perfectly know I was in the shoe you are now and I know all the request that comes to you 

every morning before you wake up. The people come to you…….. 

                                               17TH JULY 2018. TAKE E- ABDIAZIZ.  

The speaker: And one of them you find them in the evenings and I know what they are looking for and I 
think there is a way we can find a solution on to that and we must find and am prepared I will be with 
you, this moarning I have already entered to the boss on my own with being sent, but I think we need to 
do a select members may be the leadership of the house and select other members who can really punch 
together without going into details, so for the purpose of this sincere I tell and agree with the committee 
that what we have before us is a notification because Hon. Members every day garissa county is 
employing am I right, every day there are people who are being employed do they come here? Nobody 
tells us directors are employed, assistants directors other cadres why they did not come is because entirely 
as per the law that is not our role, so I think Hon. Members I want you to take this thing that somebody 
said this was a courtesy coming from the government of his Excellency Ali Bunow Qorane that he didn’t 
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want to find something some changes understand going on  your wards that you start telephone calls from 
your wards that are people here and that kind of things that was a courtesy and I have to let you know 
members that this what he intend to do, this is how we wants to go about it , and briefly I can even see 
some of you the structures, there is even what we called sub county committee  which in reality from this 
documents they will play a big role as far as employments is concern, Hon. Members when we get the 
chair person of the subcommittee you know the rest is done, let me leave it to that and I think that 
essentially way forward as a house, if we find that the kazi mashinani program is not implemented as 
written here or something goes wrong in wards Hon. Members  you are still at liberty to and raise the 
issue here the necessary people are called and any action you sold desire to correct that kind of situation, 
and therefore  Hon. Members  I think am entirely agreement that this was  purpose of noting, they allow 
some members a little bit of instillation, and I can see Hon. Gabow wants to jump but before I had a 
member for Hullugho so Hon. Members as you contribute as you contribute keep that in mind and we 
know where you are coming from and you get away to reach canan  as far as kazi ya mashinani is concern 
and we must reach canan as members of this house therefore member for Hullugho!!! And our team in the 
Hansard is they reducing by the number a day or what if we can have these long ones for majority of the 
members I think that could be good. Go ahead member for Hullugho..And then followed by member for 
Fafi in that order and then finally member for Bura.  

Hon. Adow Omar. Thank you Mr. Speaker having said what you briefed us and the concerns that you 
are aware members are raising here, and when I read the details the papers that was brought here to the 
assembly I think it was right for us to do what we have done in other petition and another bill that was 
brought by the executives guiding them the procedures that were required so we expected that but you 
know even the house made certain miscommunications that it is even committed expected to be a bill or a 
regulation or a policy that we can have our input but having raise our concerns and knowing at the back 
because you had been one being at this professional at big different capacity where you were receiving 
complaints day in day out, so Mr. speaker our concern was that the this issue might be manipulated or the 
guidance that the executive had or his Excellency had was the he wanted a guidelines or a policy that can 
guide and take care of the initiative he has brought that is why I have seen seeking approval a project 
from the assembly that is what written the context of the letter so Mr. speaker considering that certain of 
us computed some administrators who are now working we see we can de pushed to the wall so that we 
can have any consideration or any input of the people who are to be employed and  considering on my 
mind  on my capacity I have seen when it was brought to this house it was mentioning something as a 
livelihood support now basing on  a livelihood support what certain ngo’s are offering  is even much 
lesser than what the county government is offering, my suggestion is we can even recruit   more people 
but with different amount that is being proposed and that we wanted to put it as an advisory or as a policy 
within that context so that it covers a bigger number of population rather than a member having only 
twenty representative from his ward where the ward populations stands to be 38000 or 40000 and above 
so Mr. Speaker you can realize a number of populations that will capture when you say twenty members 
from that specific ward or ward X to have a share of fifteen so having considering that Mr. Speaker  we 
just wanted to have our own input on a positive way so that it alleviates poverty and captures a bigger 
number of people because Mr. Speaker somebody in Hullugho earning six thousand is a lot of money Mr. 
Speaker to be very frank because the firewood is free there the water is free he is living in his own house 
this one now can capture other livelihood support Mr. Speaker, so that is the fear certain members had in 
mind so that it captures a bigger populations and the livelihood populations a bigger project that would 
enhance you know sustainability and  improve the living standard of the people. So Mr. Speaker however 
approaches that we will make we still want to have our imputes in a positive way so that we at least make 
the initiatives to be positive in all aspects and to make a dream come true Mr. Speaker thank you. 
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Hon. Gabow. Thank you Mr. Speaker, it is unfortunate that this documents came this far and am saying 
this am also a member of the administration committee. You well said this documents it’s not a policy it 
is not a bill it is not a regulations, you talk a bylaw which you have return and erroneously submitted to 
our house here and I think that was the right time to return that documents also, for me I don’t think 
courtesy in this thing and am saying this you all know am a big supporter and aggressive supporter of this 
government of today but you know I see mischief and efficiency in this document I don’t see courtesy 
sincerely I don’t courtesy because we have our own way, first of all let me put this way the most 
important stakeholder in this government…………………………………………………………         

17th July 2018 
Hon Gabow:  We are the most important stakeholders in this government, carrying the mandate of our 
people and this assembly is part of the government. So we wanted whatever program, whatever issue the 
government is carrying on we have our input, but how do you have your input in a proposal? You know 
how do you have your recommendation in a proposal? How do you have your advice in proposal? It’s not 
there. We wanted to change some things as member for Hulugho said may be we increase the number, 
maybe we reduce the amount, maybe we do certain things in this document. But now we don’t have the 
avenue and here the communication out there is that this particular document went through the house, yet 
we have no any input in it. You see it was as you said employment is taking place in the government in 
every other day. We appreciate people to be employed, we have no quarrel with that it was good this also 
follow that route. That people are employed, we have our interest we know how to take care of our 
interest out there. You know whatever happens, happens out there without through this house. But you 
know why are you bringing this particular employment to this house? And you are not bringing it in the 
right and proper way. Not as a policy, not as a regulation, not as a bill. So what is it? You know Mr. 
Speaker you need to guide us we are interested, we are stakeholder in this government, in fact I will 
repeat the most important stakeholder in this government, we are elected house. So we want to deal with 
something that is substantive and tangible. What is It then? I am in a labor on how to go on this thing. It is 
not that we fair working outside this house to get our interest. We are expert in that. We know how to take 
care of our interest and interest of our people. Including our relatives who have all the right to be taken 
care of. But I really don’t know, but that what I think. I read so mischief I this process. I will suggest with 
your guidance Mr. Speaker I know you can handle this; I know you can guide this. Can this thing not the 
way you put in that you will advise them outside no. I will request you to advise them to bring this thing 
as a policy or as a bill whatever. So that we can have it here ventilate and I am sure we will enrich it. The 
way the will put it we will add our input which will be enriching the document, because we know there 
are certain things our people can benefit more than that is captured here now ………………. 

Hon Speaker: Before you conclude member for Iftin, other than what I previously said and the strong 
interest and persuasions of the members. You were listening the whole of this debate other than one point 
raised by member f0r Hulugho regarding the pay. You know even in myself hearing other issues other the 
one I understand and I am prepared this house to Canaan on the same. Is there any other real issue that is 
... even if this was assuming it was a bill or a policy that would have one or two suggestions that might 
have come …... like the point raised by the member for Hulugho his is idea was that currently this was 
KS 10000   am I correct? Every individual here will be paid his view was that if it was half say 5000 then 
the numbers will have been double, that is really something that is even going forward as we go for that 
Kamkunji is something we can press on and ……….. yes honorable Hussein give him the mic please take 
to the honorable Hussein. 
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Hon Borle: Thank you honorable Speaker. I think I also agree with my colleagues. We prefer to have a 
policy here so that we have our input. But given what is in front of us is neither and you had already said 
it might not be relevant, but at the same time let us note that our suggestions must be also govern by a 
law. Like for instance suggesting that you can pay somebody have of that is not in line with the labor 
laws, because there is a minimum wage which you can pay somebody so, that also will be an obstacle. 
Thank you.   

Hon Speaker: Honorable members, please allow me to let the member for Iftin finish and then get 
concluded as I say earlier by the member for Bura for the same. 

Hon Gabow: Thank you Mr. Speaker, as you said the suggestion by the member for Hulugho is valid 
one, will have a big impact and that is what most of us had in mind. The issue is the issue of contractual I 
mean the terms of engagement, whether it going to be contractual or how it will be, because here they talk 
about four years I am told in the proposal we wanted otherwise which will have of course subject to 
approval. On the issue of also the category of people to be considered for this program in terms of age, in 
terms of you know social category we will have had our input. But now if you can advise us even in the 
framework it is now in this proposal thing there is a way to convey our recommendation and our input, 
because in this morning sitting in the committee we had you know so many enriching recommendations, 
but we said the document as it is you know there is nothing to speak here, there is nothing to give 
recommendation to we have to withhold our recommendation with the guidance of the chair here. 
Because we have said here we are not going for approval. So how do give recommendation or suggestion. 
So I thing I really don’t know how to go forward in this thing. We need your advice thank you.  

Hon Speaker: yes, honorable Bura and the honorable members let us conclude with the deputy speaker  

Hon Abdullahi: Thank you Mr. Speaker, it is very much creating a lot of concern in this document we 
are discussing today. This is a document or an issue for the ten month we had been here, it was a 
discussion this is the number of calls we received about this Mashinani and I am sure the Mashinani is 
one that created history for honorable Nathif his excellency who left. It created history and it make him 
not be remove very easily from the office because of the Mashinani and I am sure this program is the one 
that will be going to fail his excellency ALI first and second members of this house. If they may take it 
casually and just this document goes like this, you know this are elected members this are politicians here 
they will go and start talking that this is not with us it is with the Governor that he cannot satisfy the need 
of everybody and I am sure that will be going to work against his politics of the day. Mr. Speaker as 
honorable member for Hulugho have said and member for Iftin we are stakeholders some of us according 
to the document this work could be done by the administrators and some of us they were our competitors 
and some of them who were not even our competitors are potential politicians who are competing with us 
so it’s ……………….. 

17TH JULY 2018 BURALE TAKE G 

Hon.Abdullahi: so it’s not right for us to ignore it.its your advice I know you are also within our choice. 
Kindly help us to that this document we have our input on the in probability in terms in terms of even 
numbers I’m sure Hulugho ward. Honorable member for Galmagala I’m not sur if he is here. Galmagala 
and Bura cannot be compared. His excellency Ali he was saying every constituency other than Garissa is 
100 then hundred divide by five wards in fafi constituency 20 for Bura compare to Galmagala is not going 
get equal this is also concerns the image is not very clear. If the sub counties headquarters could have 
been given priorities is something we could have talk about it. So I’m very sure we are still guided and I 
hope you are going to guide us other than discussing other than the governor. And this is one of the 
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biggest thing we are going to get well with him but I hope things will be going to run well I advise that 
this going back as policy.im sure during Nathif county government time the Kazi Mashinani had raised a 
lot of audit because there was no policy I was this document it had only 3 month so that is some of thing 
we need to understand every month are we going to recruit people so we wanted to understand the term of 
this people are they going to be employed for year? and for how long? So what are the benefit that are 
there? What work are they going to do? And which department that they are going to be very clear? Do 
they suit in the environment? So I request the honorable speaker to help us so that this document goes 
back that is my cutting short. 

Hon.Speaker: Before deputy speaker Amran again we close with the deputy speaker initially I wanted to 
give to samweine but she is busy with something else. Amran 

Hon.Maryan:Thank you Mr. speaker I totally don’t agree with the committee of the whole house who 
have actually tabled or trying to table. The reason why the governor of this county wanted to bring back 
the ugatuzi jobs is to make sure those people who had jobs from the prefers government are maintain 
actually even more are employed and he went further and said he want to have policy to support this jobs 
Mr. speaker when the governor himself talk about the policy then I don’t know what happened because 
that is a question that must be answer by this Mr. speaker the governor talks about this policy everywhere 
he goes.Mr speaker this is not an inflation. This I take as policy myself I may not be very sure how a 
policy may look like because I have never seen one in this house and in the prefers house Mr. speaker this 
is a whole document which talks about this kazi mashinani entails. What they are going to do? What 
committee they are going to have ? Mr. speaker they also asked for the approval of this house so we 
cannot call this thing notification Mr. speaker I think there is executive foot to bring this to your office 
may this MCAS are going to change somethings here and there the way honorable member who partially 
spoken here said that they are maybe they will reduce the salaries to increase the number of the people to 
remove the administrators. Ward administrators and the sub county administrators so they have the fear 
may be the members of this house will alter with this document they change their mind I don’t thing 
whatever they are trying to tell the house is coming from you he must have been talk to may be the 
Governor or some CES I don’t know Mr. speaker but I personally don’t agree with it. 

Hon.Speaker: Honorable Amran your speaker does not get directive from else where he decides on issue 
to the best of his ability but look at it this way one they are calling themselves look at the committee 
presented in there finding that kazi mashinani is one of the flashy project of this county government now 
if we go say let go on this policy do say another policy again even as we look at this this thing I want us 
let’s look clearly the role of the executive and our role here regarding but to confirm to you nobody has 
spoken to your speaker. 

Hon.Maryan ok honorable speaker the former Governor employed over 1200 people and that notification 
has never come to follow of this this house. That Governor went ahead and employed his people. The 
MCAS who were elected were given the opportunity to employ their people us the nominated people 
were given the opportunity to actually get five people each. Whether we given those chances or not we 
had not complain. Every month people of this county government employ if they take back to the budget. 
When the second supplementary budget come 256 million was added into the salaries of this county that 
shows many people were employed who told us Mr. speaker. It’s not our business that is the mandate of 
the county government we don’t even question that Mr. speaker.mr speaker why is this coming to us Mr. 
speaker I will suggest this to be treated as policy we return this thing it will never come back.mr speaker 
lets treat this house as a policy let this house a prove. Let the committee of administration go ahead with 
the work they are given they should not give us this shoddy things Mr. speaker the members of those 
committee are not in that agreement. The members in that committee many of them are elected Mr. 
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speaker lets treat this thing as a policy lets send back this document the recommendation of this house Mr. 
speaker thank you.                  

        

17th July 17, 2018 M.nur H 

Hon Deputy Speaker: and i found that document in this house Mr. Speaker because since it is no longer 
any of this document then there is a strange document in this house Mr. Speaker it is our work to know 
the government Spendings according to this document 192000 shillings are going to be spent on yearly 
bases 192000 shillings are going to be spent in this kind of employment and Mr. Speaker this is a massive 
employment and when a government decides to do a massive employment it has to discuss with it 
legislative arm and I think that is what the county government is trying to do the governor has already 
talked of this document several times he said he wants to gave a proposal he want to have a policy 
document but what came to us honourable Speaker but if you go deep into this document still the 
document is seeking… if you look at page 6 out of 8 honourable Speaker in the strategy activity 
implementation honourable speaker it is seeking project approval from the county assembly and that is 
the purpose this house honourable Speaker to approve the government spending in this case they are 
approving 196 million shillings that is going to be spent on his people honourable Speaker on the people 
who are going to be employed in this county 192 million Speaker how I got is 16 million that are going to 
be spent… 

Hon.Speaker: deputy Speaker just correction as far as the expenditure part of it concerned already 
approved the moment we pass you cannot from where I sit now you are not approving figures that has 
already been done 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Hon. Speaker I just talking about the spending that is going to be spend on 
human resource Mr. Speaker Honourable Speaker I think it was wise as the member for Iftin has said that 
this  document wouldn’t have just landed in this house just like the by-law  I mean it is not a legislative 
document it is just a proposal and  I think the best way the ownership of this document is not there we 
cannot own this document and word out there it s that members of the county assembly are recruiting 
people and when we are recruiting people is that we have owned this document this house can own 
document not less than three document a document which is a policy a document that is bill even 
regulation  Hon. Speaker and if it is not and that is why the committee gotten confused at looking in this 
document it is not any of this document so what are we owning honourable Speaker I think we will be 
dishones to this house if we just consume this document and we say it we own it and it has no if I take 
you honourable Speaker for a second the bases of this information honourable Speaker 

Hon. Speaker: Please wind up in one minute… 

Hon Deputy Speaker: if I say something honourable Speaker Kazi mashinani was existing in this county 
before it is called ugatuzi and the reason the governor has crapped it had no any legal bases and I think 
the governor is trying to come up with the framework so there is a social protection for future for this kind 
of think the reason why we need this policy document is so that we protect the social security of this 
people even when  a government comes on board Mr. Speaker we don’t want o employ these people 
come his term and then another governor comes and then start crap because it has no legal bases we want 
this people honourable Speaker to be protected for future because we are living in a county where the 
majority of the population are not learned M. Speaker is through this kind of…this kind of document Mr. 
Speaker iam very much concerned Mr. Speaker if we move on let have a document that is more viable 
that can be own by this house Mr. Speaker,  Thank you. 
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Hon. Speaker: I have have heard enough of you to you and I let members ventilate on this issue 
deliberately and it is the same reason why we did not return it some of you are now suggesting and if the 
the Speaker did return some of you will have talked again differently so it was everyone of us o see bas 
come to know so that we know the way forward and the honourable members and my deputy nobody is 
telling you to known this what was brought here was to notify you and I think (laughs)as a house but the 
county government of Garissa intends to do A, b, C,D that is one. Number two honourable members you 
remember the executive arm of the government is to is not short of legal experts we have lost even our 
legal officer here to the county government attorney  we all remember and he is already in office the he 
wantd early but the nomination papers are not yet to come to his house but we all know he is already 
working there and therefore if the governor wanted this thing to have it in the form of a policy we have 
done it nothing would have stopped him if he wanted in the name of a bill nothing would have stopped 
him and honourable members nothing stops any honourable member to bring a Kazi mashinani bill a 
private bill the way you want it to go nothing stops us law making is our business but we cannot decide 
for the other arm of government we cannot tell them what you brought to start convincing them that what 
you brought here is not a policy is not a bill please go back bring in a form of policy I think that is not 
member for Ijara that is the part of a … they cannot come and direct you see I think that problem is a little 
bit clear so honorable members the purpose of this thing… and the house has noted this it has no 
approved for those of you who fear that you have given a cover you have ntot given a cover this house 
has given approval and you know how approval is done and a question is put and this debate will not have 
any question put at all then there was that other thing we talked about I think honourable member it is fair 
to leave at that if along the way we find difficulties we are house we call everybody here and chop heads 
people here really you have all the powers to get this thing right if it is not. Hon. Member for Masalani 
allow me to conclude this for those of you members castigating the committee the committee hands were 
tight and committees here are advised by our secretariat and clerk what we have here is neither this, 
neither this I think surely as a committee chair for budget if the fiscal analyst tells you you cannot move 
this side because the way we have the close sentiments projects I think some of the members went a little 
bit over board in castigating our colleague here I think that is unfair not that they did not did  other than 
what they did it is a routine and urgent matter and therefore members let me bring that to an end we have 
seen a proposal which was a notification coming from the county government of Garissa signed by the 
county secretary and we have noted as a house the other issues I think we will leave as advised earlier 
next order 

Notice of motion 

 

Hon Speaker: before I said that let me make it pretty clear it has been brought to my attention that 
honorable member from this house travel to other country recently including member of Galbet. 
Honorable member you don’t need to go there and we have raised this issues severally and let me make  
ruling on your behalf member of Saka and we know what standing order says whoever want  to travel to 
other countries he know how to go about it and we know they need the approval of the speaker so to this 
case the members who went to Kismayo they never sought speaker guidance and if you look at the 
standing order 232 states that any member who want to travel to other country whether official or travel 
private capacity shall give to the speaker  a written notice to the effect  indicating the destination 
intending to visit, the date of intending travel and period of lapse from Kenya email and telephone contact 
or physical address for the period  the member is absent from Kenya. All the information submitted to 
standing order  232 shall taken  a register to the clerk shall maintain for that purpose and shall not be 
disclose to any person without the approval of the speaker and therefore to those members who travel  I 
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think you  did deserving to themselves and to this assembly by not following the standing order hence. 
Honorable members in case you want to travel please abide with the standing order and for those 
members I hope they did was out of ignorance and next time we will not allow it . 

Abdirizack Ismail: I wanted  to give the notice of this motion but before that you have said it was out of 
ignorance and on my behalf I do apologize and inshaallah next time I will try and follow the procedure 
but one thing very clearly the chair of delegating legislative he should not give himself role that does not 
belong to him there is no one time I will write to him seeking to permission to travel out of this county 
and he should not at any time give himself roles …… 

Hon Speaker: Honorable member of Galbet the standing order directs you what to do and which office  
to write to and let us leave it that way. 

Hon Abdirizack Ismail: Honorable speaker I beg to give notice of the following motion aware that 
Garissa county has potential to collect revenue upwards 250,000,000 shillings per year  demonstrated by 
the executive during budget policy statement presentation noting that previous administration have failed 
to meet there revenue target as a result insignificant loss of revenue due to man made leakage collection 
point further noting that Garissa county has no automated of e-payment system could have reduce 
incident of such leakage  concern they continue revenue leakage at various collection point is mostly 
through thief in action by county employee tag with overseeing collection and lack of automated system 
recognizing that some employee within the collection revenue team have over stayed employee act thus 
building cartels like networks that protect and promote and leakage this assembly ask the county 
executive to streamline collection and adopt the automated system to efficient collect revenue. Thank you  

Hon Speaker : Well done Honorable Abdirizack and I direct this motion should come back on next 
Tuesday afternoon 2:30pm  

Hon Irshad: Thank you Mr Speaker we are almost a year now in this assembly there are issues you and 
clerk have assume that we know automatically like role of our leadership like majority leader, minority 
leader, Minority chif whip and clerk  this issues need to be clarified to the members since we are new to 
this house. We would like clarity and in the sense things are not clarified properly so am getting confuse 
between you and clerk who is the boss honestly speaking and that is one thing to bring to your attention  
and members need training to this issues. Thank you 

Hon Speaker: Honorable Irshad I will forward this information  to the next board meeting. There is no 
other business the house is adjourned to tomorrow Wednesday at 9am.  

 


